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foreword

The production of this year’s editions of Mindwaves and Compass
fell during the pandemic caused by COVID-19. The pandemic shut
down most of the world and forced students, teachers, and staff
to work from home. Included in that number were the writers,
editors, and designers of this year’s publications, who pushed the
books through to completion even though our April 1 launch party
was cancelled.
Thank you to Srivindhya Kolluru and Monika Krizic-Fronteddu
for their excellent stewardship of these books; the associate editors,
writers, and editors who helped to put the books together despite
the strained conditions imposed by the pandemic; and our many
friends and colleagues in the Institute of Communication, Culture,
Information and Technology and across the University of Toronto
Mississauga for their unwavering support of new writing.
Dr. Robert Price
Faculty Advisor, Compass
Professional Writing and Communication Program
University of Toronto Mississauga
v

preface
Dear Reader,
When we began curating stories for this volume last year, none of
us envisioned a pandemic in our future. The COVID-19 pandemic
has uprooted society and this year will be etched into our collective
memory for decades to come through books, stories, and other
media.
Stories are not just a powerful vehicle for personal narrative, but
also for making science palatable or recounting historical events.
With that, I am thrilled to present six stories from our talented
writers. In this volume, you will read about survival instincts of
cleaner fish, follow the tracks of raccoons in Toronto, and take a
closer look at chemicals that linger in menstrual products. You will
also travel back in time to the origins of our campus, our student
newspaper, and the drama department.
I hope you enjoy this volume and let our writers teach you
something new.
Srivindhya Kolluru
Editor-in-Chief for Compass, 2019–2020
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MORRIGAN CROTTY

Theatre Erindale:
Early Days
1. DEFYING EXPECTATIONS

I

n the early 1600s, a group of three male teenagers stood before an

audience in the Globe theatre in Stratford, England. One, playing

the role of Hamlet, addressed his companions, Horatio and Marcellus,

soon after the ghost of the prince’s father left the stage.
But what did Hamlet say in those original performances?
Thomas Pettitt describes a discrepancy between the written editions
of the play in an article published in Comparative Drama (2005). The
first quarto and the earliest surviving documented version of the
play was released in 1603. The quarto records that on lines 612–617,
Hamlet says:
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“Neuer to speake what you haue seene to night
neuer to speake of that which you haue seene.”
The folio from 1623 writes the part, now moved to lines 850–856, as:
“Neuer to speake of this that you haue seene
Neuer to speake of this that you haue heard.”
The quarto version focuses on visuals, while the folio version also
addresses sound.
Which version is right? Why are there multiple versions of this line?
Songs, folklore, and even theatre originally depended on verbal
transmission between individuals for preservation. Even Shakespeare,
and other Elizabethan playwrights, relied on oral communication to
record their work. The differences in the lines above presumably
resulted from how the play was remembered.
Some things are only passed on verbally, and if they’re never written
down, they will disappear from history. Even when they are written,
discrepancies often exist.
I faced both issues when I set out to record the history of the Erindale
drama department. I found little documentation from the early days of
the program. I could not find any playbills from performances before
the 1990s or any of the Arts and Science committee minutes prior to
the 1979 minutes now sitting in the University of Toronto Mississauga
(UTM) archives. The UTM archives have the “Index to the Minutes of
the Erindale College Council” from 1965–66 and 1975–76, but privacy
laws protect the minutes themselves at the St. George archives. In
the index, there is a reference to a “letter concerning institution of
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a drama-through-acting course,” dated December 15, 1969, but the
letter itself is not there.
From December 1968 onward, The Erindalian, the campus newspaper
at Erindale, now UTM, mentioned some of the plays that took place
on campus and sometimes offered a review, but readers didn’t hear
much about the department itself. Only the old course calendars
from 1970 onward hold information on the course offerings. Even
then, information is scarce.
The history of UTM's drama program will remain unrecorded unless
people who remember the early days share what they remember. One
of these people, Dr. John Astingon, shared what he recalled in January
of 2019. Astington was the first drama teacher at UTM, and one of
the few people who remembers all that hasn’t been written down.

ERINDALE THEATRE: A PROLOGUE
When Erindale College first opened in 1967, neither a drama course
nor a drama department existed.
But the Erindale Performing Arts Committee did.
The committee—a passionate group of professors and students—
introduced live theatre to the campus first through their own
productions. David Clark, a chemistry professor, directed the first
production at Erindale: T.S. Eliot’s Murder in the Cathedral. As would
be the case for many upcoming performances, the production was
staged in Room 292 of the North Building, which stood where Deerfield
Hall is now located.
CROTTY
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A couple of black and white photos of Clark’s production occupy
pages of the December 20, 1968 issue of The Erindalian, which are
also the first photographs to show up in the publication.
The photo on the cover of the paper shows a group of actors on
the stage. Two figures, one with a face obscured by the hood of his
black robe and the other sporting his own hoodless robe, take their
place downstage. The blocking of the scene brings the focus to these
two figures in the foreground. The other actors, who roam upstage,
crouch or sit to create more levels in the scene, some masked by the
downstage duo. The hooded man, possibly the messenger played by
Joseph Calucci, reaches out towards his companion. The other man,
likely the archbishop Becket, played by George Di Ciccio, shifts his
head towards the audience. He listens to the messenger as worry
overtakes his countenance.
The success of the productions led to the creation of the
college’s first drama course. On the advice of Roger Beck (a professor
of classics), David Trott (a French professor with an expertise in
Moliere), and Clark, the college reached out to Astington to teach
the drama course for the 1970-1971 school year. Astington, who was
still a graduate student in English at the U of T’s downtown campus,
took the job, but asked that the course focus more on performance
than theatre history. The committee agreed and the course, DRA
200e (“Drama Through Acting”), was created.
Drama Through Acting originally appeared under the “interdisciplinary
courses” heading in the 1970–1971 timetable. Class met from 3:00-5:00
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p.m. on Tuesdays in room 292 of the North Building. The course
description said it explored four different plays. Although there
was no prerequisite, the booklet claimed that a student needed the
instructor’s permission to take part in the course. But Astington never
held any auditions or interviews. At most, a student might approach
him, worrying that a physical disability or even an accent might cause
problems. Despite their fears, he let them enroll.

ACT 1: ROOM 292
When he arrived at Erindale, Astington entered room 292, the class
where he would teach drama. The space, dark and windowless with
low ceilings, was initially ill-suited for staging performances.
“The room was ranked, you know, with risers with seats on them,
so we turned them around and built a stage out of them on the back
wall,” he said.
With the help of the maintenance crew, Astington hung a curtain
towards the back of the raised platform to allow actors to stand in a
shallow backstage area. The stage itself was set almost like a thrust
stage, with the audience directly facing one or two sides of it, so the
crew built more risers to play with the available levels and space.
With a few lights, a curtain, and a stage, the theatre was minimalist
in the extreme.
“Well, one could never be too ambitious,” he said. “But that was
fine with me.”
The people in the college loved it.
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“[Everyone] was singing the virtues of simple theatre so that fitte
with what we could actually do,” said Astington.
“[A]n empty space is a good space to work and it makes people think
imaginatively. Can't hide behind things. What do you have to do here
to convince somebody that something important is going on?”
The acoustics were less than desirable, however.
“[Everything] went dead soon after you said it,” said Astington. “There
was no resonance in the room.”
The first year of DRA 200e (1970) went well, and Astington came back
as a full-time member of the drama department. (He was, for many
years, the only official member). The supplement for the 1971–1972
calendar added a second drama course: DRA 300e (“Advanced Acting
and Directing”). Tutorials lasted an hour and practicals took up four
hours each week.
In 1972–1973, the college unveiled a new course: DRA 100E:
European Drama. The course looked at works by European playwrights
who were not of English origin. The students explored more than 20
plays. The course was taught by two different instructors, who also
happened to be two of the people responsible for recruiting Astington:
Beck and Trott. They continued to pour their passion for drama into
Erindale, both as part of the Arts committee and as professors teaching
classes that are now referred to as drama courses.
But Astington continued to lead the performance classes.
The lessons often started with students practicing the day’s focus
exercises. Together they performed various movements and worked
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on their vocals. Eventually, the class dispersed into pairs or small
groups. One student played the role of an observer or director, while
the others acted a scripted scene or improvised one.
Astington liked to use individual scenes—sometimes from
Shakespeare’s pieces—or short plays for scene work, like those of
Sam Shepard, or some of Ernesto’s shorter works. After gaining
inspiration from Peter Brook’s own 1970 production of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Act 3 of the play became one of his favourite sources
for exercises.
“[Where] the lovers are fighting. Which is in rhyme, so it's very
rhythmic. I got them to do it in a variety of styles. You know, slapstick
and lots of physical movement.”
Inspiration always led his scene choices.
“I was pretty eclectic. I would be reading something and I’d think,
Ah! That’s a good scene,” he said.
Sometimes Astington gave his students the freedom to pick their
own scenes.
“I‘d give people a choice: find a scene that lasts about three minutes
from a 19th century play. A bit of Ibsen, a bit of Chekov. You find it. With
two characters, three characters. Rehearse it and I’ll take a look at it.”
So, they did. Students could have used parts from Ibsen’s A Doll’s
House and experimented with the atmosphere of Nora’s house at
different parts of the piece. Some could have explored what scenes
felt like in Chekov’s The Cherry Orchard. Astington walked between
groups and asked them questions.
CROTTY
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“How [do] you think about who that person is? Their depth of
character?” What would Nora have felt before she left the house at
the end of the play? The students tried to understand a character
and showcase that knowledge in one scene. And some asked to do
scenes from a few other familiar plays.
“[They] tended to go into the plays they were reading in their
Shakespeare course. [They] wanted to do a bit of Macbeth, and I
allowed it.”
A group could have picked a scene from the play and started to
work out the lines and the blocking for it. But when Astington began
to talk to them about what the scene really asks for, then they realised
just how difficult it is.
“The intensity of, particularly in Macbeth, the three old witches
scene,” Astington said, “is a death trap for corniness.”
“I have seen it work. Generally by not cackling.”

ACT 2: IN THE ERA OF THE MAIN THEATRE
While Astington and the students originally performed in and used
room 292 during the 1973–1974 school year, a new performance hall
appeared: the bus garage.
The building that would eventually become the Erindale Studio
Theatre never actually served its initial function. Buses never parked
there. Instead, the building had a variety of tenants, from science
students in a converted lab, to dancers or other athletes who practiced
in the garage-lab-gym.
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But the “gym” was hardly even used and Astington saw the potential
of this space. He knew he had to try to get it for his classes. Room 292
could not contain the sound of their voices. It was not soundproof.
In one class, Astington stood at the front of the room,
turned to his students, and said, “Okay, use your belly voice to really
belt this line off.” The 20 students shouted their lines, a crescendo
that blasted into the hallways and the surrounding lecture theatres.
Generally, other professors had little problem with the noisy theatre
classes, but when an issue was raised, Astington always stepped in.
“Part of my role was to act as an intermediary. But the deans were
always on our side.”
And the deans eventually granted them the bus garage, perhaps to
prevent more disturbances from the drama students.
Astington stepped out of the North Building and entered the standalone structure. In the “Supplement to Calendar 1973–1974,” this theatre
is referred to as the “phys. Ed shed.” The space was a bit larger than
the class’s previous den. Rubber floors, a memory of time spent as
a gym, covered the ground. Light swayed and frolicked on the faces
of the mirrors that lined the walls from when it was a dance studio.
Again, changes needed to be made. Astington set the maintenance
team to work once more. They painted the walls black to create a
proper black box theatre. The crew then hung a continuous curtain
around the space, so sections could be separated as needed.
As another black box-style theatre, the performances were
minimalistic. Black box-style theatres rely only on risers to create
CROTTY
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spaces instead of using detailed backdrops. The audience sits closely
to three sides of the stage.
The new theatre space wasn’t the only major change around this
time. The course calendars show that Astington transitioned into an
English professor in 1974. After lecturing for a few years, he earned
his Ph.D.
“And then I guess I said: I’m serious about getting a real job, you
know,” he said.
He applied to various universities, including York and Guelph. But
then, as though scripted, the Erindale English department opened a
position for a new professor. He applied and was selected.
He generally only taught one drama course a year at that point. The
department offered either the 200 or 300 course and each year he
would alternate between the two. By this time, teaching assistants
taught portions of the courses. Astington’s focus was drama, but he
said, “I was always tied by one leg to English, so I had to teach English
courses for them.”
Even though he remained part of the English department, he still
appeared under the Drama header up until 1976, when his name was
removed from the drama faculty list. And although Astington had to
divide his time between the English and drama courses, he made sure
performances were still being put together. The main productions
focused on shorter plays that could each stand out in their own way.
One play that stuck with Astington was a 90-minute production
of the play Chicago.
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The central figure lay in a bathtub. The tall edges of the tub hid
the actor, and the audience wondered if the tub even held water.
Monologues ensued from within the vessel, as cued. Strangers shuffled
onto stage, fur coats bristling, eyes hidden behind framed dark glass,
and fishing rods clutched in firm grips.
The oddity of the scene made it all the more memorable.
The students faced more challenges and projects as time went on.
Astington presented one of his classes with a project: to create
a play based on local history. The class focused on the Mississauga
Credit Reserve as it had been in the 1920s. In 1975–1976, he asked his
students to conduct research that he compiled into a single piece.
The name of the play came from a line of a hymn: “The Heathen in
His Blindness.” The piece focused on how Methodists had tried to
convert the Indigenous people who lived on this reserve. The work
followed the life of an Indigenous man whose English name was Peter
Jones. The chief of his people, he also became a Methodist minister
and negotiated with the colonialists who moved into the area.

ACT 3: THE NEW ERINDALE DRAMA PROGRAMS
In 1977, Erindale College added a minor in Drama. Many of the courses
on the list were full year courses such as GER 350 (The Theatre of
Bertholt Brecht) and SLA 212 (Russian Drama in Translation). Others,
like MUS 400 (Music and Theatre), were half year courses. These
courses fell into three categories: Theatre Practice, Theatre History,
and Theory, and Dramatic Literature. Students took at least one
course from each category.
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The program expanded in 1991.
“[Eventually] I said to the dean, Look, the students really want to do
more than what we can offer them. I get tired of doing this year after
year. We really ought to expand it or—I didn't say kill it—but that was
on my mind,” Astington said.
Erindale already had a hybrid art program with Sheridan, where
students spent half of their time on each campus. A joint drama
program with Sheridan made sense.
“And to my amazement, Roger [Beck] said: ‘Well, this fine art program
has been very successful. What if we asked Sheridan if they were
interested in a co-op degree?’ So that was how that began.”
The Theatre and Drama Studies program is a specialist program
that allows students to take performance courses at Sheridan, and
study history, theory, and literature at UTM.
As the program evolved, Astington slowly moved out of the spotlight
at Erindale. He was involved in the drama scene at both Erindale and
St. George. But he would soon dedicate his time primarily to one
place. In 2001, he received an offer to become the director of the
drama centre at the St. George campus, and not long after, he began
to work full-time in their drama department.

EPILOGUE: ERINDALE DRAMA
Although Astington left UTM, the campus drama scene remains
vibrantly alive. The drama department now offers specialist, major, and
minor programs. The campus also runs two theatres. The specialist
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students form the Theatre Erindale group, who perform in both the
Erindale Studio Theatre and the CCT building’s Multimedia Studio
Theatre (MiST). Since 1994, Theatre Erindale has performed at least
four productions a year. The company has mounted historical plays by
Shakespeare and Moliere, as well as contemporary works, like Vingoe’s
“Living Curiosities,” performed in the 2014–2015 season.
The department started with a single course in 1970. As of 2020,
students can now select from 42 drama courses (30 at UTM and 12
at Sheridan).
Drama continues to live on at what is now UTM. Astington helped
set the stage and new students find their place on it every year.

CROTTY
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AAMINAH KHAN

Who is Peabody?:
Uncovering the Life of
Medium II's Columnist

P

eabody was obnoxious, mean, short-tempered, indecisive,
sarcastic, and occasionally, he was apologetic. As a regular

anonymous columnist for the Medium II, the campus newspaper

of Erindale College, in the early 1970s, Peabody positioned himself
as the campus critic. No one was safe. He criticized administrators,
students, and sometimes the entire world. Peabody wrote in a
conversational style, as though he sat down and put his unfiltered
thoughts into a diary and shared it with everyone. Forty-six years
later, his columns still simmer with intelligence, flair, and teenage
angst.
KHAN
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WHO WAS PEABODY?
In his September 19, 1974 column, Peabody said that he would
remain anonymous: "I'm not introducing myself. Nor will I ever reveal
my identity." Six months later he did reveal his name. His real name
was Neil Sherman, an American who had moved to Mississauga to
study English at Erindale College, built a career as an academic in
the United States, and now lives in retirement in Connecticut. After
reading some of his columns, I was intrigued and decided I wanted
to find him and see what he remembers about his younger self.

FINDING PEABODY
Finding Sherman wasn’t easy. When I began my research for this
article, I found many Neil Shermans with Google, but without any other
information about the Neil Sherman I was looking for, I had no easy
way to pinpoint which Neil Sherman to contact. My research took me
to the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM) campus archives in
January of 2019. While searching the records, I came across the 1974–1975
graduating class photo. I found the Neil Sherman I was looking for. A
photo of him—he is not smiling—appears in a cameo above his name:
“Neil F. Sherman.” With his middle initial, I was able to locate his voter
registration, his address (he’s in Connecticut), and his phone number.
After calling the number a few times, a woman picked up the phone.
“Hi, can I speak to Neil Sherman?” I asked.
“He’s not home,” she replied. I asked her if this was the number for
the Neil Sherman who attended Erindale College. She said it was. I
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called the following evening and Sherman picked up the phone. After
confirming he attended Erindale from 1971 to 1975, I asked, “Are you
Peabody?”
After a brief pause, Sherman chuckled.
“Yes,” he said. “How did you know I was Peabody?”
I told him he revealed his identity in the final issue of Peabody, and
he laughed again.
Sherman was born on May 23, 1952, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
When he was six years old, he and his mom moved to Toronto, her
hometown. He described his mother’s family as “illustrious” and “wellknown” in Canada. His uncle Al, a famous photographer, owned Gilbert
studios in Toronto and received the Order of Canada in 1990 and the
Confederation Medal of Canada in 1992.
Sherman began attending Erindale in 1971, an experience he describes
as “one of the highlights of my experience and career.”
The Erindale College he remembers differs in many ways from the
UTM that stands today.
“There were two buildings, the Science Center and the long low
building where the humanities were. And in the middle between the
two buildings was sort of a hut at that point. And it became the pub.”
Sherman knew Erindale would inevitably change after he left in
1975. In his final column, published in Medium II on March 31, 1975, he
ponders this uncertain future. "Erindale. Will you ever be the same? I
can't imagine an Erindale without a Peabody. Has he not become an
institution. Maybe I flatter myself too readily."
KHAN
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Sherman completed an English major. He mostly took English courses,
except for one psychology course and an art course at Sheridan College.
"I recognized that I wasn't a really good artist, so that was the end of
that experience. But I tried to be as wide-ranging as I could," he said.
The English department at the time was a tight-knit group. Everyone
knew each other and they all hung out in a student room.
In retrospect, the English department was the right place for
Sherman. He had loved reading and writing before he arrived at Erindale.
“By the time I got to university, my writing was always praised.”
Sherman’s pseudonym “Peabody” was inspired by a popular cartoon
in the late 1950s and 1960s called, The Best of Mr. Peabody and Sherman.
The show followed a clever dog, Mr. Peabody, and his adopted human son
Sherman on their adventures as they traveled through time. Sherman
described the show as "funny, satirical and ahead of its time."
As a writer deeply influenced the countercultural attitudes of the 1960s.
“I considered myself at least a post-hippie,” he said. Sherman treated
his column as a commentary on life at the newly established college.
He waxed philosophical, as shown in a Medium II column on October
3, 1974: "Each diving foetus that dives headfirst into this reality is only
concerned about one person. Himself." What should a person believe?
"I believe in truth," Peabody said. "My truth, nobody else's."
He boasted. If somebody asked Peabody why he wrote his column,
he’d respond: “It's simple. I am better than all the rest of you out there.”
He lamented the state of the world. In one column, from November 21,
1973 in The Erindalian, he goes full Hamlet: “I'm in a hopeless maelstrom
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that cannot change its downward spiral. I don't even pretend to try.
Complaining is as awareness that there is somewhere, somehow, a wrong.
Shall I lie and say these things don't exist and should I just stand by?”
More than once, Sherman criticized the residence at Erindale in
his column. In a 1973 column entitled “The Ol’e Hectic Blues,” Peabody
details a bizarre sequence of events that occur on the day he planned
to move into the newly built residence. He arrived ready to move in
on the first day ready only to discover the residence was unfinished.
He went to the housing office and they confirmed that he could not
move into the apartment assigned to him. They offered him the option
of staying at a nearby motel. A panicked Mike Lavelle, the campus
housing director, stopped Sherman as he was headed to the motel
and told him not to panic. Sherman said the hotel “looks like you
pay by the hour, not necessarily by the night.” The only thing that
impressed him about the motel room was the size of the bed—until
it occurred to him why the bed was so large. He had to share it. He
phoned Lavelle to tell him that he refused to share a bed with another
student for three weeks. Lavelle replied that the motel had messed
up—the students weren’t expected to share beds with someone else.
Lavelle offered Peabody two choices: stay in the incomplete residence,
or room in Toronto until they completed the townhomes. Sherman
weighed his options—and moved into the physical education shed
instead.
“[Life on residence] was a great experience,” Sherman said. “The
people I lived with were really wonderful people—except one of them
KHAN
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who I didn't like very much.” Sherman crucified many Erindalians in
his column, but his roommate wasn’t one of them.
“He would’ve killed me,” Sherman said, “so I wasn’t going to do that.”
When Peabody had nothing to complain about, he simply complained
about his lack of complaints: “I did nice things this week. It was just a
nice week. In fact it was so nice, so Julie Andrews, Walk Disney, The
Carpenters nice, that I felt sick. I had nothing to complain about. My
classes are fine, the newspaper work has me engrossed, my social life
has been whirling. What with all my friends on campus calling for my
charming wit, I barely have time to read or prepare for my classes. So
what the hell am I writing a column under a caricature for? I have to
find something to barb, to stick needles under the skin of some snotty
complaint and make it squirm. But what?” (The Erindalian, October
16, 1973).
Even when he complained about having no complaints, his weekly
column never lacked wit. After reading so many of his columns, I
thought about the current student newspaper and how I didn’t follow
any particular columns. The paper doesn’t allow students to use
pseudonyms, and few students are willing to put their names on
anything as controversial as what Sherman said.

PEABODY AND CRITICISM
In one column from 1973, Peabody responds to a reader who claimed
that Peabody exaggerated. That letter writer wrote under the pseudonym
“Tom Bombadil,” a character from the novel, Lord of the Rings.
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“I received a long letter from a long elf residing in the Trilogy. Tom
Bombadil, by name. The notions alluded to in the letter set me down
to thinking about this column, its contents, and its audience response.
The letter claimed I was a fatalist to the point of explosion. That all
my complaints and hopes for this world threaten to tear my far too
fragile mind apart,” Sherman wrote.
But as Sherman explains, he has a reason for why he was so critical
in his column—and what he hoped his column could achieve: “If I can
somehow, somewhere, correct just one small injustice during this drop
of time [allowed] to me then I will have accomplished the right to die.”
Sherman used his Peabody persona to attack the school and
everything about it. He wrote, extravagantly, in a column, "I am a
destroyer. Anything that reeks of smugness, inefficiency, inability,
incongruousness, ineptitude, and (last, but certainly not least) stupidity
is my strawhouse." (Medium II, October 3, 1974)
Even though Sherman used the pen name Peabody, most people
knew that he was writing the cranky columns. “There weren't a lot
of people at Erindale at that point,” he explained. “It wasn't a huge
population, but it also wasn't a small population.” When he walked
around campus, his friends would stop and tell him how much they
enjoyed his Peabody column this week. Sherman only remembers
receiving negative feedback once. In his February 6, 1975, column
“Faces of Erindale Part 1,” Sherman made fun of a well-known woman
at Erindale who went unnamed in the column. He said the woman had
“a greasy face” and a figure like a “wounded potato.” She was a “Jill of
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all trades but a master of none.” After a few paragraphs of criticizing
her appearance, personality, and prospects for the future, Peabody
ended the article with the lowest blow: “this creature is lucky if she
can get married, let alone get laid.”
Sherman received several letters criticizing his attack on his unnamed
target. The letters hit home. He apologized in print the next week: “I’ve
had second thoughts, how I wish they had been my first ones. Hindsight
today is giving me one hell of a kick. Sometimes Humans in the midst
of their own flurry of emotions lose sight of the fact that others have
feelings too. As much as I’d like it, I can’t be perfect. In making a mistake,
should I deny the fact that I have? Without compromising my position
as a columnist I admit that the spleen ran away from me last week.”
This incident had a lasting impression on Sherman. Forty-six years
later, he still did not want to talk about what he had said in that column.

PEABODY’S FAVORITE PROFESSOR
At Erindale, Sherman’s peers and professors complimented him on
his writing and encouraged him to pursue it. That’s how he started
writing as Peabody for the campus newspaper. Despite all the praise
he received, he struggled to earn a good grade in one professor’s class.
Professor Tom Adamowski, a professor in the English department,
was the most intimidating professor Sherman encountered at Erindale.
Adamowski scared Sherman the first time they met. But as Sherman
took more classes with him, Adamowski quickly became his favorite
professor.
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Sherman wrote his senior essay under the supervision of Adamowski.
He rewrote it three or four times before he submitted it because
he wanted Adamowski to approve of his writing. (Sherman wrote
about the writer Sinclair Lewis, who Sherman describes as a “lousy
writer,” when I spoke with him. Sinclair Lewis received a Nobel Prize
in Literature for his “lousy writing” in 1930.)
Ultimately, Sherman felt he wrote a poor essay even though
Adamowski gave him a good mark. Sherman believed Adamowski
only gave him a good mark because he knew how hard he worked on
it. The other professors who evaluated his senior essay only gave it
a B. If Adamowski had not given Sherman an A, he would have failed
the course.
Sherman's relationship with Adamowski continued after his time
at Erindale College. They kept in touch while Sherman completed
a Master's in English at State University of New York in Albany.
Adamowski invited Sherman to Toronto to take care of his dog,
Nipper, when he had gone on vacation. Shortly after completing
graduate school, Sherman invited Adamowski to his wedding. As a
wedding present, Adamowski and his wife gave Sherman a broom.
“The fact that I became friendly with him is one of the highlights of
my life,” Sherman said.
Sherman kept in touch with Adamowski for several years. “And
then, you know, we had a baby and I got into my career.” Ultimately,
he said, a student has to leave school behind. “You don't leave the
memories, but you leave school.”
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Later in his career, Sherman worked as an English professor, first
at the University of New Haven and later at Quinnipiac University. He
says he modeled himself as a teacher on Tom Adamowski. He called
himself standards-oriented and would “say to students, ‘you’re in
university and you don’t know how to use a comma? How could you
be in university and not know how to use a comma or a semicolon?’” In
ten years of teaching, Sherman says he only gave out seven or eight A’s.
Sherman retired from teaching in 2018. He said standards had
dropped in the U.S. “I took Latin and French. It was a requirement. The
kids here don't know another language and they don't know English.”
And on top of the low standards, universities prioritize the students
over the professors. “The student is paramount. And if a student is
unhappy, then the teacher’s wrong. And I didn't believe that I needed
to make the students happy,” he said. What he wanted to do was make
students work hard and earn their mark like he had to when he was
a student at Erindale.
“Ultimately, that’s why I left teaching: because I wasn’t a good teacher;
because I was sarcastic. And the students didn’t see that as humorous.
They saw it as being insulting. And I’m a really good insulter. So, a lot
of students had a lot of complaints about me, in terms of, you know,
seeming unfriendly. I’m not unfriendly.”

PEABODY’S POLITICS
In the November 6, 1973, issue of The Erindalian, Peabody announced
he “was sick of war, scandal, and crisis” and wanted to be packaged
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and sent to Afghanistan so he no longer had to know what was going
on in the world. He wondered about his generation’s future. “Aren’t we
supposed to be the future of the world? Doesn’t the huge responsibility
of the ages fall into our hands?”
Sherman’s concerns about the political scene carried forward into
his professional life. After attending graduate school at State University
in Albany, New York, he joined a local chamber of commerce and
became involved in community organizing and organizing events
for the poor. After marrying his wife, a woman he met in graduate
school on the very first day, he moved to Stratford, Connecticut, his
wife’s hometown. Sherman served as the president of two chambers
of commerce in Connecticut. He recounts walking into the Bridgeport,
Connecticut, Chamber of Commerce and being hired on the spot.
Stratford did not have a chamber of commerce, so Sherman started
one in 1989. In 2015, Sherman ran for a seat in the Town Council as a
Democrat and lost to Republican Mark Dumas. He ran again in 2017
and lost to Scott Farrington-Posner, another Democratic candidate.
Sherman worked in the chambers of commerce for 25 years before
becoming a professor at the University of New Haven where he taught
business and technical writing and literature and established the
school's online education program. He retired from his teaching duties
at Quinnipiac University in 2018 in part because he learned he has
kidney disease and wanted to slow his life down to adjust. In retirement,
Sherman continues to serve on the Stratford town committee and
sits as a member of the town’s economic development commission.
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PEABODY’S FINAL COLUMN
In his final issue of the Medium II in 1975, in a column titled “The
Questor Tapes,” Sherman gives his readers insight into how he thought
about his identity as Peabody. He thought of Peabody in the third
person and as a dear friend: “As the tears stream down my face, I bid
[Peabody] a fond farewell. He has been a close companion for two
years now, and as you read these words, you will suddenly realize
that I am building him a coffin made of words.”
The last column thanks Professor Tom Adamowski, he "with the
pipe smoke streaming from [an] often diabolic mouth” and attributes
Peabody’s “new surge of writing” to his English professor. "[Anything]
I write in the future is dedicated to you and Nipper." Sherman used
his final column to reveal his real name and to admit his realization
that no matter how rude and saucy the character of Peabody might
have been, the rudeness and sauciness originated from the mind of
Neil Sherman.
“I always said Neil Sherman was Peabody but not until this very
minute have I ever admitted that Peabody is Neil Sherman,” he wrote.
Sherman graduated from Erindale in 1975 and headed south for his
studies. It wasn’t until he was in graduate school that he learned of
the value of his education in Mississauga.
“When I first got accepted [to Erindale] I was disappointed. I was
disappointed because I didn't get accepted downtown,” he said.
Ultimately, his mother convinced him to go to Erindale. "My mother
said to me, Neil, it’s the University of Toronto.” So, he listened to his
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mom and attended Erindale—a place he described once in a column
as “a god-forsaken hole.”
In graduate school, in Albany, New York, Sherman took a class
on Chaucer with a well-known expert in the field. The professor
asked everybody in the class what school they attended for their
undergraduate degree. Sherman shared that he attended the University
of Toronto. His professor paused and said, “Oh, you're smart.”
“Maybe because [Erindale] was that new and it had to prove itself,
and maybe because it was relatively small at that point that you had
a sense that you were involved in something new and that you were
building something new,” he said. “It was a fabulous experience.”
On January 19th, 2020, Neil Sherman died after being on dialysis
and suffering from kidney disease. In his public obituary, some of his
friends and colleagues gave their condolences and expressed how much
Sherman had meant to them. Frank Parady called Sherman “a good
man” and said, “he’s gone too soon.” Lisa Sherman-Gigan expressed
how glad she was that she got to see him a few years back in Toronto.
Kyle Dougherty spoke to Sherman’s character when he said, “Neil will
be missed. He was an inspiration and a kind heart.”
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JIAYI LI

Four-legged Night
Bandits: Raccoons in
Ontario

L

iving in Toronto means living with raccoons. Once the sun

.isets, they stroll streets, rip up roofs and break into garbage

bins, living up to their nickname “night bandits.” Raccoons, close

relatives of bears, have fascinated animal biologists with their
intelligence and ability to survice in diverse environments. Raccoons,
an opportunistic and omnivorous species, will eat almost everything,
from berries and insects to small rodents. Using paws that are so
much like human hands, raccoons have made the news for breaking
into homes, taking public, and scaling office buildings.
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But where do Toronto’s raccoons wander when no one is watching
them? To find out, Dr. Marc Dupuis-Désormeaux and his team at York
University followed the movements of five raccoons for five weeks.
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and the Public Broadcasting
Service funded the 2012 study for their nature documentaries.
Dupuis-Désormeaux’s team chose raccoons living in three areas
of Toronto: one by Lake Ontario, two near the Don River, and two
by the Grenadier Pond in High Park. Sardines, cat food, peanut
butter, and marshmallows lured raccoons into traps and allowed
researchers to outfit the animals with special collars. The collars
contained transmitters that recorded the location of the raccoons
location every five minutes during their active hours—dusk until
dawn—and hourly during inactive hours. After five weeks, the team
located and recaptured the raccoons to retrieve the collars.
Dupuis-Désormeaux’s team sorted the data and discovered that
raccoons in cities can sustain themselves without wandering far.
On average, the raccoons travelled within an area of six to sixteen
hectares, the equivalent of six to sixteen football fields, in a day,
depending on their proximity to food sources. The raccoons they
studied also travelled shorter distances from home when compared
to those from previous research conducted on urban and rural
raccoons in Ontario from 2003 to 2007.
While mapping out the raccoon movements, Dupuis-Désormeaux
noticed that raccoons avoided major roads with high volumes of car
traffic. This behaviour prevented raccoons from travelling farther
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than three city blocks. The team suggested that the noise and fear
of collision discouraged the raccoons from crossing major roads.
Regardless of the weather, the raccoons moved every day and
did not need to visit permanent water sources like lakes and ponds,
contrary to the predictions of the researchers. As Dupuis-Désormeaux
confirmed with nearby residents, the raccoons slept in man-made
structures, such as building rooftops and car garages, and natural
environments like trees and reed beds. The raccoons also switched
up their resting spots, each racoon having up to ten different
preferred locations.
Dupuis-Désormeaux hoped his team’s findings would help cities
manage raccoons and avoid roundworms or rabies outbreaks
common in raccoons. Three years after the Toronto study, rabies
emerged into the raccoon research spotlight in Hamilton, Ontario,
an hour drive from Toronto.

RACCOON RABIES SCARE
In December 2015, two dogs helped health authorities discover
Ontario’s first case of raccoon rabies in a decade. Lexus and Mr.
Satan, two dogs that escaped their home, fought with a raccoon
that broke out of its cage inside a Hamilton Animal Services van.
The dogs’ owner Paula Fancey told The Hamilton Spectator that the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs confirmed
that the raccoon had infected Lexus and Mr. Satan through scratches
and bites. Over the next two years, raccoon rabies popped up in
surrounding areas.
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Rabies, a virus that kills brain and spinal cord tissue through
inflammation, requires immediate treatment. Animals spread rabies
through saliva, primarily with bites and scratches. The raccoon form
of rabies originated in Florida in the 1940s. Raccoon rabies circulated
amongst wildlife and reached the border between Canada and the
United States in the mid-1990s, infecting raccoons in Eastern Ontario
by the end of the millennium. Ontario’s public health workers verified
more than 100 cases of this special rabies between 1999 and 2005,
before declaring the elimination of raccoon rabies in 2007, until
the attacks on Mr. Satan and Lexus in 2015.
Ontario now handles rabies control at all governmental levels
through several organizations. The Canadian Food Inspection
Agency tests animals and humans, while the Ministry of Health
and Long-Term Care provides instructions and advice for rabies
exposure and protection. Local public health branches provide
vaccines and rabies education.
When Hamilton Public Health Services detected its first case of
raccoon rabies in 2015, they alerted a special committee tasked with
rabies control. For every confirmed case of raccoon rabies, present
in raccoons or other animals, the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry monitored wildlife populations within 50 kilometers.
According to the 2018 Canadian Communicable Disease Report
on the Hamilton outbreak, scientists have confirmed over 300 cases
of rabies—primarily in raccoons—between 2015 and 2017.
Wildlife specialists across Ontario vaccinated animals in the
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surrounding areas to prevent the raccoon rabies from spreading. The
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry dropped approximately
two million baits containing oral rabies vaccines by hand, helicopter,
and aircrafts, as of May 2018. The Government of Ontario used
Ontario Rabies Vaccine Baits, a special kind of oral rabies vaccine
invented by researchers in Guelph, Ontario. The baits, covered with
a mixture of vegetable oil, icing sugar, and artificial marshmallow
flavour, lure wildlife to eat them.
In addition to oral rabies vaccine baits, Hamilton Public Health
Services worked with veterinarians to lower the cost of rabies
vaccinations for cats and dogs. The lowered cost encouraged families
of all income levels to vaccinate their pets. Despite being a legal
requirement in Ontario, many people do not vaccinate their pets
and risk exposure to viruses such as rabies.
On the streets of Hamilton in 2015, posters and billboards warned
residents and visitors about the virus. Hamilton Public Health Services
instructed the public to avoid wild animals, like raccoons and skunks,
and report dead or animals that exhibited strange behaviour. The
“Rabies is Real” public education campaign also created colouring
booklets geared toward children with similar messages.
As of May 2018, Ontario has spent $8.6 million on strategies
to control the 2015 raccoon rabies outbreak, according to CBC
News. The St. Catharines Standard reported that, as of August 2019,
raccoon rabies cases have halved each year since 2016.
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Although health authorities may have contained the outbreak for
now, the wildlife and health scientists behind the outbreak progress
report warn that Ontarians should remain alert. Methods to control
raccoon rabies evolve and improve only during these rare large-scale
outbreaks. The virus may strike again anytime; after all, researchers
suspect that a single hitchhiking raccoon from the States may have
started the 2015 outbreak.

PREGNANT TURTLES ATTACKED IN RONDEAU PARK
Raccoons can also wreak havoc in unsuspecting turtle populations.
In the summer of 2017, Alyson Karson, an Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources and Forestry wildlife biologist, and her team
stumbled upon multiple upturned mature female turtles as she
monitored turtle nests on the north shore of Lake Erie, Ontario, in
Rondeau Provincial Park. Snapping turtles, northern map turtles
and Blanding’s turtles—all freshwater species at risk—made up the
19 carcasses. The turtles laid on their backs, with their punctured
bellies exposed. Someone had gutted the turtles to feast on their eggs.
Karson’s team confirmed that a raccoon was responsible for the
attacks after finding its tracks near several turtles. Special cameras
designed to detect wildlife captured raccoons strolling in the studied
nesting area at night and during the day. Field helpers from Trent
University later witnessed a raccoon stalking, attacking, and then
dragging Northern map turtles away.
While predators commonly use turtle nests as sources of food,
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this string of incidents marked the first instance of observed attacks
on pregnant turtles at the Rondeau Provincial Park. Karson’s team
couldn’t confirm why the raccoon targeted the turtles.
Fortunately, the 19 turtles accounted for an estimated one percent
of the total nesting female turtles at the studied site, according to
the data from Karson’s team. She notes that while park authorities
can try limiting or relocating raccoons in the park, the rate of nest
attacks would not drop significantly as similar cases have shown
in the past. With increased food sources—from park visitors and
cottagers—other raccoons will move in to replace those removed.
Whether they are sleeping in your garbage, nibbling on sugarcoated vaccine dropped from the sky, or attacking turtle nests,
raccoons will continue to roam Ontario—as long as they can find
food.their backs, with their punctured bellies exposed. Someone
had gutted the turtles to feast on their eggs.
Karson’s team confirmed that a raccoon was responsible for the
attacks after finding its tracks near several turtles. Special cameras
designed to detect wildlife captured raccoons strolling in the studied
nesting area at night and during the day. Field helpers from Trent
University later witnessed a raccoon stalking, attacking, and then
dragging Northern map turtles away.
While predators commonly use turtle nests as sources of food,
this string of incidents marked the first instance of observed attacks
on pregnant turtles at the Rondeau Provincial Park. Karson’s team
couldn’t confirm why the raccoon targeted the turtles.
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Fortunately, the 19 turtles accounted for an estimated one percent
of the total nesting female turtles at the studied site, according to
the data from Karson’s team. She notes that while park authorities
can try limiting or relocating raccoons in the park, the rate of nest
attacks would not drop significantly as similar cases have shown
in the past. With increased food sources—from park visitors and
cottagers—other raccoons will move in to replace those removed.
Whether they are sleeping in your garbage, nibbling on sugarcoated vaccine dropped from the sky, or attacking turtle nests,
raccoons will continue to roam Ontario—as long as they can find food.
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SERAH LOUIS

How Do Cleaner Fish
Adapt to Change?

A

pair of cleaner fish dart into the cavernous mouth of a igrey
ipotato cod. The cod remains still, allowing the tiny fish to

sweep the inside of its mouth for dead tissue before they leave to
seek other clientele. The bluestreak cleaner wrasse—named for its

electric blue colouring and the thick black streak that stretches
from its head to tail—engages in a mutually beneficial relationship
with larger reef fish, like the potato cod. The cleaner wrasse “cleans”
or consumes the dead tissue and parasites that cling to reef fish.
Grateful reef fish rarely devour their cleaners.
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While predation on cleaner fish is extremely rare, if a cleaner
“cheats” by consuming beneficial mucus from a “client” rather than
parasites or dead tissue, the client usually responds by giving
chase and attempting to injure the wrasse. The mucus—a thin,
slippery layer of slime that coats the skin—helps protect the fish
from parasites and disease.
The bluestreak cleaner wrasse inhabits the world’s largest coral
reef, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. Two studies explored “cheating”
and changes in cleaner behaviour, using wrasses common to the
Great Barrier Reef.

CLEANER FISH AND SURVIVABILITY
In a 2017 Royal Society Publishing study, Simon Gingins and his team
sought to investigate whether cleaner fish have lost their survival
instincts. Evolutionary theory suggests that an unused trait will
not be passed down to future generations of a species. According
to this theory, if the cleaner wrasse no longer fears predation, it
will eventually lose its instinct for survival over generations.
Gingins chose six wrasse species that commonly inhabit the
Great Barrier Reef, such as the bluestreak cleaner wrasse, an
obligate cleaner that fixates its energy on cleaning. He also selected
facultative cleaners, which sometimes clean, but not always: the
six-line wrasse, the moon wrasse, and the tail-spot wrasse. The
other two species chosen as controls—the tubelip wrasse and the
Blackeye thicklip wrasse—do not clean. The team captured the
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wrasse and transported them to Lizard Island Research Station
in Australia.
Gingins housed the fish in a tank with water pumped directly
from the reef and filmed the experiment with a camera. Above the
tank, he used a magnet to suspend a plastic cylinder filled with lead
weights. To mimic a predator and stimulate an escape response in
the wrasse, Gingins dropped the cylinder into the tank. He fixed
a five centimeter scale to the bottom of the tank to measure the
distance the fish travelled.
Escape success depended on how fast and how far the wrasse
swam from the potential threat. Fish usually escape predation
using the C-start response. First, the fish’s muscles contract and
its body curves into a C-shape. Then, it thrusts itself forward to
escape. The researchers measured the time at which they dropped
the weighted cylinder and the initial head movement of the wrasse.
They also measured the rate at which the wrasse turned and its
acceleration as it thrusted itself away from the stimulus. To control
for differences when each wrasse was first startled, Gingins recorded
the distance and the angle from the wrasse’s snout to the cylinder.
The team also conducted field experiments. Scuba divers observed
the wrasse for 15 minutes and recorded whether the wrasse took
shelter within the coral reef or swam in plain sight. They also noted
the number of cleaning interactions.
Since adult facultative cleaners usually shift away from cleaning,
Gingins expected to see greater divergence in the results between
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adult facultative and obligate cleaners than with the juveniles.
Overall, he discovered significant differences in cleaner response
from analyzing the data in the laboratory experiments, with adults
and juvenile fish, and the field experiments.

ADULT WRASSES
The bluestreak cleaner and the six-line wrasses both responded
the fastest to the stimulus. The six-line wrasse exhibited the fastest
C-response, otherwise known as the turning rate. The bluestreak
cleaner also had a high turning rate, far surpassing the moon
wrasse and the Blackeye thicklip wrasse. The thicklip wrasse—the
non-cleaner—performed most poorly in both tests. The bluestreak
cleaner wrasse covered the most distance as it thrust itself away
from the stimulus. The six-line wrasse and the moon wrasse
travelled significantly farther than the other fish.

JUVENILE WRASSES
The bluestreak cleaner responded the fastest to the stimulus
and covered the greatest distance in its escape. Although the
tail-spot wrasse and six-line wrasse had the highest turning rates,
they did not differ significantly from the other fish, except for the
thicklip wrasse.

FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The six-line wrasse spent the most time within the shelter of
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the coral reef. The bluestreak cleaner had the highest number of
cleaning interactions with client fish, at fewer than 500. Facultative
cleaners—the six-line wrasse, the moon wrasse, and the tail-spot
wrasse—cleaned only a few times.

HAVE CLEANER FISH LOST THEIR SURVIVAL INSTINCTS?
Gingins discovered that contrary to evolutionary theory—which
suggests a species loses a trait over generations if unused—the
cleaner wrasses in his study actually exhibited better escape
responses than non-cleaners. Previous studies have indicated that
predation on cleaner fish is extremely rare. But, as mentioned earlier,
if a cleaner “cheats” by consuming beneficial mucus from a client
rather than parasites or dead tissue, the client usually responds by
giving chase and attempting to injure the wrasse. Gingins proposes
that the cleaner wrasses may have retained their efficient escape
responses for this purpose. Further studies are needed to assess
predation risk and punishment in response to cheating wrasses.
The smallest of the wrasses—the bluestreak cleaner and the
six-line wrasse—had the fastest escape response. However, the
six-line wrasse also spent much more time in its habitat than
the bluestreak cleaner in the field experiments. Gingins suggests
that size may affect escape responses: the smaller the wrasse,
the faster it initiates the C-start response. The six-line wrasse’s
narrow, structured environment of branching corals could have
contributed to its high turning rate.
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The environment can have a transformative effect on behaviour.
Researchers have studied how animals adapt to the climate crisis.
In 2017, behavioural ecologist Zegni Triki monitored the effects of
environmental stresses on cleaner fish.

CLEANER FISH AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Tropical cyclones, such as Cyclone Ita in 2014 and Cyclone
Nathan in 2015, have wreaked havoc on the Great Barrier Reef.
According to The Guardian, in 2016, coral bleaching affected about
93 percent of the reef and killed about a quarter of the reef. Coral
bleaching occurs when water temperatures rise above the normal
threshold for more than two weeks. As a result, the coral loses its
vibrant pigment, is unable to retrieve nutrients, and can die. The
effects contribute to the eventual death of coral. El Niño, another
event that increased water temperatures in 2016, also induced
extreme stress to the reef. Deterioration of the reef is threatening
the survival of many ocean species.
A Global Change Biology study monitored the effects of these events
on the bluestreak cleaner wrasse. In the presence of potential clients
or “bystanders,” the wrasse typically displays more cooperation with
its current client. The wrasse also prioritizes “visitors” as opposed
to “residents.” New clients are typically cleaned before regulars.
Triki and a team of researchers examined whether the environmental
stresses influenced cleaner fish and client interactions using four
different experiments. Triki collected and compared data from
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2003 to 2016, before and after the environmental disturbances.

THE FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
Scuba divers observed and filmed the fish for half an hour at each
cleaning station. They assessed the number of cleaning interactions
over time, as well as the behaviour of the cleaners and clients.
Triki’s team conducted another experiment at the Lizard Island
Research Station in Australia. Triki isolated each cleaner wrasse
into a separate aquarium for a week and offered them a mixture
of mashed prawn or fish flake (artificial fish food) smeared on a
plexiglass plate. Each wrasse learned to feed from the plates within
a couple days. Triki used this experiment to show how learning
affected cleaner-client interactions.

THE EATING TASKS
The team discovered that the wrasse greatly preferred the prawn
mix to the fish flake and used the different diets to represent their
customary food sources of client mucus and parasites. The prawn
mix represented the wrasse’s preferred mucus and the fish flake
represented the less preferred parasite food source. Again, Triki
offered the wrasse a plexiglass plate, but with only two prawn mixes
and thirteen fish flake mixes. If the wrasse fed on the prawn mix,
Triki immediately removed the plate for a minute. If the wrasse fed
on the prawn mix again, Triki removed the plate for two hours. If
the wrasse fed on the fish flake, Triki left the plate in the aquarium.
LOUIS
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The team conditioned the wrasse to associate eating the prawn mix
with “cheating.” Then, they presented the wrasse with two plates—
the additional plate represented the “bystander”—each with fish
flake and prawn mix. Triki examined whether the wrasse was more
likely to feed off the fish flake in the presence of an additional plate.
The team used two plexiglass plates with prawn mixes on both.
However, in this experiment, one plate represented the “resident,”
while the other represented the “visitor.” If the wrasse opted to
eat from the “resident” plate first, Triki removed the “visitor” plate.
She conducted multiple trials to enforce learning.

THE FINDINGS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
Wrasse population densitieshave reduced by 80 percent following
the disturbances to the Great Barrier Reef system, and the densities
of their clients reduced by more than 50 percent. The interactions
between the wrasse and their clients changed drastically. The
wrasse and their clients interacted at a greater frequency and, as
a result, the wrasse spent more time eating the dead skin out of
the mouths of fish. More visitors attended the cleaning stations
and fewer visitors departed despite waiting for the wrasse to clean
them. The wrasse showed less concern for their social image in the
presence of bystanders. When presented with the “resident” plate
and “visitor” plate, more wrasses failed to prioritize the “visitor”
plate and cheated following the environmental disturbances.
Lower supply and greater demand led to decreased quality of
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cleaning services. Triki suggested the environmental disturbances
may have impacted the interactions between the wrasse and its
clients in multiple ways. The greater number of clients and smaller
number of cleaners possibly favoured less effective cleaners if they
settled in areas with less competition. It may have also become
more energetically costly to finesse their cleaning interactions.
Cleaners may have also adapted in response to the visitor’s choices.
If fewer bystanders decided to abandon a cleaning station after
waiting or after observing a cleaner “cheat,” the cleaners may have
become more complacent in providing lower quality services. Triki
indicates, however, that if learning can transform cleaner cleaner
and client populations balance in the future.
Triki proposed that the environmental changes might have also
influenced cleaner and client interactions. Other studies highlight
rises in water temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, and acidic
conditions can affect fish behaviour. The rise in water temperatures
due to the El Niño event could have influenced brain functioning
and lowered the bar for optimal cleaning interactions. However,
this theory requires further research. Triki and her team predict
that more environmental disturbances because of the climate crisis
will further impact cleaning interactions.
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MELINDA MANGIARDI

Tampons and Toxins

A

ccording to the Canadian Public Health Association, iCanadian
women spend an average of $6,000 on menstrual hygiene

products in their lifetime. Yet little is known about how volatile

organic compounds (VOCs) in these products might be harming
women.
VOCs are found in fragrances, personal care products like nail
polish or deodorant, moth repellents, air fresheners, paint, fuels,
and automotive products. Our bodies absorb VOCs through dermal
contact, inhalation, or ingestion.
The Journal of Women’s Health reported last year that researchers
frequently discover VOCs in feminine hygiene products, such as
tampons, pads, and diva cups.
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In 2018, Women’s Voices for the Earth tested for levels of VOCs in
popular North American tampon brands. Lab results revealed that
Tampax Pearl (unscented), U By Kotex (fitness), Playtex Sport (scented),
and Safe and Soft all contained levels of carbon disulfide, a chemical
commonly used in the production of rayon. This reproductive toxin
can induce health problems to the human body when released into
the environment at high levels, but currently, no research exists
on the impact of vaginal exposure to carbon disulfide, or what the
threshold of safety may be.
Rayon, derived from wood pulp, facilitates the manufacturing of
tampons. When tampons are bleached to give them a clean, sterile,
white appearance, a by-product called dioxin releases from rayon.
These results led researchers to believe that the level of exposure
to certain chemicals in tampons may be cause for concern.
In the U.S., the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) banned
toxic bleaching, a bleaching process that uses elemental chlorine,
in 1998. Yet, “chlorine free” processes still generate dioxin, but
at lower levels. According to the EPA, dioxin exposure in women
links to increased risks of cancer, pelvic inflammatory disease, and
endometriosis. Unless women are purchasing organic hygiene
products, even those labelled “dioxin free” may still contain traces
of chlorine dioxide, the primary bleaching agent.
In 2005, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) discovered
measurable levels of dioxin in seven tampon brands. At least one of
these brands falsely promoted their products as “100 percent cotton.”
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Though tampons, pads, and other menstrual hygiene products are
listed as “medical devices” in the U.S., the FDA does not require
manufacturers to disclose a full list of all ingredients involved in the
process. However, Health Canada legally mandates that all medical
devices, including feminine hygiene products, must clearly indicate
package contents to consumers on their labels. Health Canada also
ensures that information about tampon absorbency and the risk
of contracting Toxic Shock Syndrome are signified on such labels.
Women can try to steer clear of potentially toxic products by
shopping carefully. But as carefully as they shop, they cannot always
know exactly what chemicals are in the products they use.
They can learn to use products safely, if only to save themselves
from a relatively rare but shockingly dangerous condition: Toxic
Shock Syndrome.

TAMPONS AND TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME
If a woman leaves high absorbency tampons in her body for too
long, she can contract Toxic Shock Syndrome, or TSS. TSS develops
as toxins release from an overgrowth of Staphylococcus aureus, a
bacteria normally present on the skin, in the nose, or the mouth.
The body responds to the spike in bacteria by dropping blood
pressure levels and denying organs oxygen. This can, in severe cases,
force doctors to amputate oxygen-starved limbs, and in the most
severe cases, cause death. Typical symptoms of TSS mimic the flu,
and include fever, vomiting, dizziness, rash, low blood pressure,
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and seizures. High-absorbency tampons invite and breed bacteria
that produce the toxins that lead to TSS. After an epidemic of TSS
outbreaks in the 1980s, very high-absorbency tampons, or ultraabsorbent tampons, underwent a ban in the U.S.
Blends of synthetic rayon and cotton offer manufacturers cheap
alternatives to organic products, and since rayon possesses a higher
capacity for absorbing liquid, rayon is a major ingredient in high
absorbency tampons. Rayon is also linked to TSS.
On March 27, 2017, Madalyn Massabni celebrated her nineteenth
birthday. Three days later, she died from TSS.
Madalyn’s mother, Dawn Massabni, promised her daughter they
would visit their doctor the morning after the dinner celebrations.
Upon seeing her daughter the next morning, Dawn noted that,
“She could hardly respond to me and she couldn’t speak…I called
911 right away.” By the time ambulances arrived at their home,
Madalyn had experienced a seizure. After seizing, she suffered a
heart attack in her mother’s arms. Though doctors tried to revive
her, Madalyn never woke up. She died on March 30th, after being
weaned off life support.
Five years prior, TSS infected another young woman. On October
3, 2012, 24-year-old model Lauren Wasser felt unwell while at a
party with friends. Thinking she caught the flu, Wasser continued
to have fun at the party until her friends finally forced her to go
home because she looked so ill.
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After not hearing from her daughter, Wasser’s mother, then out
of the country, sent police to her home. Wasser appeared extremely
ill, but called her mother to assure her that she felt fine and did not
need to visit the hospital. The next time police checked on Wasser,
they discovered her unconscious.
Paramedics brought Wasser to the hospital immediately, and
doctors learned she was menstruating and wearing a tampon. Lab
results came back positive for TSS. In that time, Wasser’s doctors
placed her in a medically induced coma to prevent her organs from
shutting down. Her blood pressure fluctuated, her fever raged, and
like Madalyn Massabni, she suffered a heart attack.
After being put on pressors and fluids, medications used to stabilize
her blood pressure, Wasser developed rapidly progressing gangrene
in her right leg. The pressors caused a lack of blood supply to her
legs. Surgeons amputated Wasser’s right leg because her condition
was depriving her body of oxygen and blood.
After her TSS scare, her left foot developed an open ulcer. The
heel and toes of her foot disintegrated due to toxins reaching her
bloodstream and blocking proper blood flow throughout her body.
Eventually, the pain became too unbearable for Wasser to handle,
and doctors decided to amputate her other leg.
Since her daughter’s death, Dawn Massabni dedicates her time to
educating women about the dangers of TSS and safe tampon use. Her
foundation, Don’t Shock Me, honours the legacy of Madalyn “Maddy”
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Massabni and spreads awareness of the life-threatening infection.
Contracting TSS inspired Lauren Wasser to raise attention to the
condition as well. Collaborating with U.S. Representative Carolyn
Maloney of New York, the two work towards creating the Robin
Danielson Act, a bill named after a woman who died from TSS in
1998 that requires feminine hygiene product manufacturers to
declare precisely what comprises their products and their longterm effects in women. The U.S. Congress has rejected the Robin
Danielson Act at least ten times.
In an InStyle essay, Wasser notes: “I am writing this in hopes that
you will understand that we, as women, need more education about
TSS. It is time that we, as consumers, demand safer products and
more transparency about what is going into our bodies.”
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ELISA NGUYEN

Expropriations in
Erindale
“Today, what is now the University of Toronto Mississauga campus is
a leafy and tranquil seat of learning, but back in the summer of 1965
it was the epicentre of a three-month flight that dragged in MPPs
and the Minister of Education – and occupied dozens of column
inches in The Mississauga News.”
		

E

- David Paterson, The Mississauga News

rindale College began as a plot of barren land dotted with iapple
orchards, scattered farmhouses, and clusters of trees on the

northeast corner of Mississauga Road and Dundas Street West. The

University of Toronto (U of T) attained the land through a series
of purchases and expropriations in the town of Erindale, moves
that caused discord between the local residents and the university.
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When the campus opened in 1967, welcoming 155 students to a
“preliminary” building and two tennis courts, residences were not
yet built. The presence of six farmhouses that preceded the campus
enabled experimental communal living, and students became
acquainted with each other through cooking, cleaning, academics,
and recreation. Today, none of the original farmhouses remain on
what is now the University of Toronto Mississauga (UTM). This
article tells the fascinating story of how UTM acquired the farmland
needed to build the campus.

BEWILDERED RESIDENTS
“Dear Mr. O’Neil,” began the letter John Brian O’Neil received from
the U of T. “We are writing to advise you informally that on April 9th,
1965, the University of Toronto registered a Plan of Expropriation…
and that [the] property registered in your name is included in the
lands so affected.”
Expropriations, the taking of private property for public use,
were planned for 31 families to accommodate a new campus in
Mississauga. O’Neil was one of those facing expropriation. U of T
notified the families would be allowed to “lease” their homes until
the land was needed.
On July 7, 1965, The Mississauga News reported that families of
Erindale were “kept in a constant state of bewilderment.” “These
beautiful properties which the university intends to grab are the
prized possessions of their owners,” the article reads. “It seems like a
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heartless move to take them in this manner.” The Erindale residents
wondered why the university was not interested in the reported
270 acres of undeveloped land to the north, south, and east of the
Watkins Estate, the original property where Lislehurst stands. “The
university should find other means of expanding their present site
or move the whole plan to one of two or three other fairly nearby
locations in that part of the township!” a resident exclaimed.
“It was dreadful time for the next two years,” recalls Elizabeth
O’Neil, daughter of Brian O’Neil. She was a young girl when her
family received the expropriation notice. “I remember coming home
from school and my parents were distraught. And I just remember
breaking down and crying, ‘Oh no! Where will I live? Where will my
grandmother live? Where will uncle Hugh live?”
The families facing appropriation banded together to fight the
school. William G. “Bill” Davis, who served as the minister of education
at the time before becoming premier of the province, had promised
to arrange a meeting between the angry residents and the university
to address the homeowner’s concerns.

ABANDONED PLANS
On August 4, 1965, The Mississauga News released an update to
the community. After a meeting with Davis and university officials,
one homeowner told The Mississauga News that the expropriation
victims were “looking to the future with increased optimism.” The
university appeared “sincerely sympathetic” to the homeowners
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and delayed the expropriation as it considered alternative land
acquirement plans. Some residents “were left with the definite
feeling” that the university would choose a different site, but others
were not so sure. The homeowners had to wait until the following
Friday before U of T announced their final decision.
It was a victorious day for the residents of Erindale. Later in the
year, homeowners would receive a letter titled “Abandonment of
Expropriated Land.” Signed by the Governors of the University
of Toronto, the letter reads that the land defined in the original
expropriation plan was not needed after all.
Jim Beatty, the lawyer for the Erindale homeowners, gave the
university credit. “This has been an example of democracy [at] its
highest level. This was a case of powers that are almost unlimited
being willing to step back in favor of the individual.”
Beatty told the homeowners that they were “victims of a basic
weakness in expropriation laws.” He reported that the university
planned the expropriation to “prevent development in the areas
adjoining their future Erindale University site,” which they thought
would be harmful to the project.
Despite the university “abandoning” expropriation orders, and
homeowners feeling relief that their properties would not be seized,
The Mississauga News reported that homeowners were still “slightly
dampened in their enthusiasm.” Even though the university officials
expressed that they had no intention of taking the land, they never
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promised they wouldn’t propose future expropriations. And while
most homeowners said they would sign the letter that would release
their home from the expropriation, The Mississauga News noted
that “one or two may still sell their land to the university.”
A determined Hugh O’Neil “declared that ‘the expropriation should
be lifted once and for all.’” Beatty stated that while that couldn’t be
accomplished, the homeowners should still “accept the university’s
decision [to lift the expropriation] in good faith.”
One homeowner named Alan Crossly told the newspaper, “I feel
that the university will own all of our lands 20 years from now,” but
most homeowners were relieved that they regained ownership to
their “cherished lands.” The article ended with a victorious salute
to “the people of Mississauga Road who stood up for their rights
and won!”
Elizabeth O’Neil attributes the success to “group efforts.” Fred
Campbell was the chairman of the community board that included
Brian O’Neil, John McGill, George Ackworth, Bill Disher, and
Ross Cameron. Elizabeth O’Neil gives special acknowledgement
was given to Davis who had a “sympathetic ear” towards the
homeowners.
“[Davis] was treading an interesting path between representing
the best interest of the educators, but he was also concerned
about the implications of the decision by the University of
Toronto on the homeowners. It was actually Bill Davis who had
a lot to do with showing the university that they had done a very
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bad job at executing their plan. Expropriations are a brutal legal
mechanism,” Elizabeth says. “But it’s all history now.”

THE O’NEILS
Hugh and Brian O’Neil lived in Mississauga all their lives. Their
great-grandparents, James and Ann O’Neil of County Wicklow,
Ireland, immigrated to Streetsville in 1867 after the potato famine
where they purchased 80 acres of land. Their son, John Moody O’Neil
(1841–1911), later bought a property at 3509 Mississauga Road called
the Grange Cottage south of his father’s property (this Grange is
not to be confused with the Grange located at 1921 Dundas Street
West, a short walk from the UTM campus). John Moody’s son,
John Thomas O’Neil (1878–1931), married Rachel Eliza Louise and
expanded his homestead at 3361 N. Mississauga Road. Thomas and
Rachel had two sons: Hugh and Brian O’Neil. Hugh O’Neil was the
fourth generation to run the family farm and was one of the last
apple growers in Mississauga.
David Paterson from The Mississauga News reported that the
brothers led protests against the “expropriation bombshell,” although
Elizabeth O’Neil reports that it was her father Brian, a “well-spoken
guy,” who was the community representative.
The O’Neil property was located north of the Erindale College
campus, with Hugh’s portion of the property just north of UTM’s
north entrance, and Brian’s property north of Hugh’s property at
Burnhamthorpe and Mississauga Road. Although the O’Neil family
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received the expropriation notice, they did not sell their land to
the university. Elizabeth O’Neil reports that the O’Neil property was
sold in sections of land to “small-time” developers. Nevertheless,
because the O’Neil property involved three large plots of land,
Elizabeth shares that the family was impacted by the expropriation
orders threefold.
“I remember Hugh owned a cold storage and sold apples in a
trailer just north of Erindale. He refused to sell any apples if you
were a student or staff associated with the school,” says Matthew
Wilkinson, a historian from Heritage Mississauga who worked on
the O’Neil apple orchard as a young boy. “He was especially tall,
probably around 6”5 with really large hands, which is really strange
in the town with average sized people. His brother Brian was really
tall too. The two were totally different in personality, but when they
came together, there was a kind of synergy between them two.”
The Culture Mississauga webpage, which features prominent
families from Mississauga, identifies Hugh O’Neil as a “Market
Garden Farmer” that “sold apples, potatoes, carrots, strawberries,
raspberries and asparagus as well as peaches and cherries.” The
Museums of Mississauga salvaged artifacts from the O’Neil family’s
apple orchard. Crates, baskets, fruit picking ladders, and even the
door to an old truck are displayed at the museum. A note under an
image of an old electric heater on display at the Bradley Museum
describes Hugh as “an eccentric and very wealthy man who chose
to live in his parents’ neglected farmhouse.”
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“The collection is unique in that Hugh purchased implements
from auctions, so his collection represents not only his farm, but
many others that went out of business over the years,” the museum
reports. Robert Archer, who began working on Hugh O’Neil’s farm
in 1968, says that “Working there was like stepping back in time.”
Hugh O’Neil died at the age of 93 in 2006 and Brian O’Neil at 95
years old in 2011. They were buried with their parents, Thomas and
Rachel O’Neil, at St. Peter’s Church at the corner of Mississauga
Road and Dundas Street. Hugh O’Neil’s property was sold in 2008,
and the house and out-building were demolished by 2009.
Today, most of the O’Neil land has been developed into multimillion-dollar properties with two-storey homes and landscaped
grounds. One of the sideroads that branches to the east of Mississauga
Road is called O’Neil Gate. At the end of O’Neil Gate is O’Neil Court,
which is where the O’Neil family house once resided. On 3509
Mississauga Road, the original O’Neil homestead remains.

CIVIL MUTINY
Although retired in England, Dean Emeritus E.A. Peter
Robinson, who served in various administration roles such as first
associate dean, acting dean, and dean and principal of Erindale College
(1966–1976), recalls that the university hoped to restore relations
with locals after the discord caused by expropriation orders. “But
first we needed to address a now seldom mentioned nasty episode
of civil mutiny […] which had to do with our problematic local
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citizens, particularly those adversely affected by powers conferred
by the Province, that allowed the University to acquire land for its
Campus by compulsory purchase, if needed,” Robinson says.
As the first classes began in 1965, held in T.L. Kennedy Secondary
School, Robinson and Principal Tuzo Wilson (1967–1974) were aware
of their “distrustful neighbours” who were dealing with difficult
and rapid changes. “This should be seen in the context of [urban
development] being a publicly disliked common practice at the
time across the Province of Ontario,” Robinson says. Any project,
whether it was a school, hospital, or library that was for the “public
interest,” was highly displeasing to small communities of Ontario
in the 1960s. Robinson stated that U of T sought to make amends
by “replacing compulsory purchase by offers of negotiating ‘firstrefusal,’” and through the creation of “The Associates of Erindale,”
once known as “Erindale Foster Alumni,” “Founding Alumni,” and
even the “Friends of Erindale.”
In Celebrating 40 years of history at UTM by John Percy and
Sabeen Abbas, the Associates of Erindale is described as an initiative
founded in 1968 as an “instant alumni” for the early Erindale College.
Local residents were invited to help build the Erindale community
and promote events, which according to Robinson, created “a sort
of community liaison.” The Associates of Erindale participate in
college functions to this day, “promoting public lectures, running
book sales, assisting with convocation and other special college
events” and most of all, “being Friends of Erindale.”
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Were bridges restored between the early Erindale College and its
“distrustful neighbours”? Robinson says the Associates of Erindale
College were “very successful” in earning the trust of the farmers who
lived on the land where UTM now stands. However, Wilkinson, who
worked on the O’Neil farm as a young boy, doesn’t think so. “From my
own experience, this didn’t work,” he says. “In terms of the individual
families, for those who were immediately affected and whose friends
were affected, they held bitterness.” Wilkinson recalls his boss, Hugh
O’Neil, who “wouldn't give the time of day to students.”
Elizabeth O’Neil shares a different perspective. Her parents, Brian
O’Neil and Gertrude Bowen, were members of The Associates, along
with the Dishers, Hasties, and Campbells. Elizabeth O’Neil reveals that
the initiative successfully reversed poor relations between the university
and local residents.
“From our perspective, our family lived on this property for several
generations. So, it was heart-breaking to think that you’d be hoisted
out and have to live somewhere else.”
“[The Associates] was a brilliant move. It was a community group of
people. [Members] would help out, host events for the students, host
teas… Everyone felt warm and happy towards the university after
feeling very resentful, initially.”

FARMHOUSE RESIDENCES
In 1972, Arthur Birkenbergs arrived at Erindale College as a student.
“I had a blast,” he says. “The experience was very town-like.” He
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compares his experience on the early campus to living in a “small
community,” and recalls fields of apple orchards, old houses, “wild”
orientation parties, and campus staff who were always looking out
for students. The old houses Birkenbergs refers to are farmhouses
that preceded the campus.
“Before Erindale College built residences, students lived in houses
already located on the land when U of T purchased it. There were five
all-male houses—Ackworth, Dobratz, McGill, Robinson and Thomas
Cottage—and one female property known as Hastie House,” reads
a description on the UTM 50th Anniversary Timeline. Birkenbergs
stayed in McGill House for a portion of his time as a student.
“I shared the unit with four other people,” Birkenbergs says. “There
were five of us in the house to begin with. I shared the double room
with Peter Smith. At that time there was virtually not much here
on campus, some older houses, that’s pretty much it.” McGill was
located south of Outer Circle Road on Mississauga Road.
When asked about his experience living with schoolmates in
an old house, Birkenbergs replies, “We had to cook and clean for
ourselves, and that was a learning curve. But you learn to help
each other out. Who’s going to look after this, who’s going to look
after that. Dinners were always on the fly. We would always have
Kraft dinner—that was our go-to type of thing. It was easy to make,
easy to clean.”
“And then there were the midnight snow-ball fights. If you didn’t
lock your door at night, or if you went to bed too soon, when the
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first snowfall came you would get attacked by a couple of snowballs.
There were a lot of pranks going on back and forth. Which was all
camaraderie at that time.”
Birkenbergs continues: “The party scene transitioned. We were
more folk related—singing folk songs. There would be evenings where
we would drink, eat, sing songs. Sometimes we would get a little loud.”
It took Birkenbergs ten years to earn his degree. He worked many
jobs and changed his program several times. “It took me awhile to get
things right,” Birkenbergs explains. One of his jobs involved working
alongside residence director Michael Lavelle. “At that time, I was in
rebellion mode, but landing a full time job gave a lot of responsibilities.
Especially when it came down to cleaning the residences, which was
horrendous,” Birkenbergs laughs.
Birkenbergs continues to work on the campus as UTM’s Parking
Operations Manager. He plays an active role in the UTM community,
volunteering in the Campus Affairs Committee, Governing Council, and
Alumni Association. Birkenbergs also acts as a “goodwill ambassador” and
can be found helping new students find their way around the campus.
“I see people who are lost and because I’ve been here for a long time, I
know where everything is. At the beginning of the year with the first-year
students and their families, they’re usually the most bewildered and lost.”

EIGHT PHASES, SIX HOUSES
“A lot has changed since the first students and professors strode
across the open, almost undeveloped forests and fields of Erindale
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College,” reads a description on the UTM website in recognition
of its 50th anniversary in 2017. One major change involved the
installation of residences.
“Residences are most important to Erindale, both physically and
philosophically. The college atmosphere would be greatly improved
if at least a large percent of people could remain on campus after
5PM for extra-curricular activities,” an unnamed author wrote in
The Erindalian on March 31, 1970. The projected housing demand
was 90 to 120 units, but the total housing space was 41 units, which
was not enough to accommodate even half of the population. In 1971,
the Ontario Student Housing Corporation (OSHC) finally approved
the request for residences.
Ackworth house occupied the northwest corner of campus in
the 1960s. By the time Birkenbergs arrived in 1972, it had been
torn down because “apparently it wasn’t in good shape.” To make
room for new buildings, old houses had to be demolished. The first
phase of residences, now known as Schreiberwood, is located on
the corner of Mississauga and Outer Circle Road, right beneath the
North Entrance of the campus. That made Ackworth House one of
the first structures to be torn down. Phase one of residences was
completed by 1973.
By December 1978, the second phase of residences was completed.
Between the two phases of residences and facing Mississauga Road
stood Robinson House. Robinson House was the first original home
that was used in the campus’s communal living experiment, and,
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according to Dean Emeritus Robinson, “from which the concept
of the student ‘townhouse’ residences eventually grew.” Phase two
of residences is now known as McLuhan Court.
McGill House sat at the top of a hill along Mississauga Road,
between what is now Outer Circle Road and The Collegeway. It was
next to be demolished with the welcoming of the third phase of
residences, now known as Putnam Place, which was completed by
1985. Frederick Harrison, who went by “Rick” Harrison during his
time at Erindale and was a student from 1974 to 1979, recollects the
party atmosphere of McGill. “McGill House was a men's residence and
party house supreme on occasion. The normally studious residents
would load most of the furniture into the basement, convert one of
the bedrooms into the sound booth and blast music into the living
room/dance floor.”
As for the other original houses, Dobratz sat farther up north of
the campus, closer to Lislehurst on the original Schreiber family
farmland. The reasons for its demolition are unrecorded. Hastie
House and Robinson House were demolished to free up land for
Roy Ivor Hall, an apartment-style residence completed in 1999.
The Disher House, renamed Colman House, was demolished to
make way for Oscar Peterson Hall. Thomas Cottage was north of
the Erindale pond, along Inner Circle Road. It was replaced by the
Academic Annex. Demolished in 2010, Thomas Cottage was the last
of the original houses to stand.
Leacock Lane, the fourth phase of residences, was built in 1986.
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McGrath Valley, finished in 1989, was the fifth and last phase of
townhouse residences to be built. Roy Ivor Hall was the sixth
phase of residences and was completed in 1999. Erindale Hall was
completed in 2003, and then Oscar Peterson Hall in 2007. Including
Schreiberwood and McLuhan, these make the eight phases of
Residence existing today.

SUB-LOT SEARCH
At Heritage Mississauga on Dundas Street West, Wilkinson and
I explore land registry abstracts to find evidence that links the
expropriation story to the six farmhouses that once stood on
campus. Since the 1960s, Heritage Mississauga staff have dedicated
their time to “researching, recording and celebrating” Mississauga’s
history. The historic Robinson-Adamson House, also known as “The
Grange,” acts as headquarters.
Seated across from Wilkinson’s desk, I squint at the digitized land
records covered in unintelligible handwriting. “Don’t worry. I’m
used to reading messy writing,” Wilkinson jokes. He explains that
the land abstracts indicate transactions between property owners,
which should indicate whether U of T expropriated families or not.
We discover that two families sold their property to U of T, and
nine were expropriated.
On the digitized abstract, “University of Toronto” is written with
nine sets of corresponding numbers that refer to each expropriated
sub-lot. Wilkinson explains that addresses weren’t used at the time,
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but rather numbers associated with properties. The properties were
“passed through many hands” and broken into sections, making each
sub-lot difficult to track. “All we know is that it was expropriated
supposedly in the area where the university now lies,” Wilkinson
explains. The specific location of each expropriated sub-lot is
unknown.
In 1963, U of T made an exchange with a landowner named
Elliot Sproul, although Wilkinson notes that most files reference
the McEwan family as farming the Sproul land. After the exchange
with Sproul, U of T made an exchange with Reginald Watkins, a
wealthy businessman and a “strange, reclusive fellow.” Watkins
owned the old Schreiber land and lived in Lislehurst. Two dates are
listed for the exchange between U of T and Watkins—1963, when
he apparently negotiated the sale from his bedroom window and
1965, when he died—possibly indicating an agreement made in 1963
and a completed purchase by 1965.
After the purchase from Watkins in 1965, U of T expropriated
land from the McGill, Disher, Hastie, Ackworth, Fallett, Cameron,
Campbell, Robbinson, and Tommy families. Wilkinson and I notice
how similar the names are to the farmhouses acknowledged in the
50th Anniversary timeline—Ackworth, Dobratz, McGill, Robinson,
Thomas, and Hastie House. Robinson House for “Olive M. Robbinson
and Garett Robbinson,” who purchased their land in 1953; Hastie
House for the “Hastie” family; McGill House for the “McGill” family
with three properties expropriated in 1965; Ackworth house for
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the “Bessie Ackworth,” who purchased a 10 acre lot for $9,500
with one built house; and Thomas Cottage for “Florence L. Tommy,”
who purchased a 0.7 acre lot with one house in 1971. The “Disher''
family who purchased two acres in 1950 matches the “Disher House,”
which was renamed to the “Colman House” after dean John Colman
(1966–1968). The only family name missing was one to match the
Dobratz House.
“Maybe the school named these original homes after the expropriated
families in remembrance,” I suggest to Wilkinson back at Heritage
Mississauga. He squints at the scribbled letters written on land
abstracts displayed on his screen.
Wilkinson replies after a pause. “That’s like rubbing salt in a
wound, don’t you think?”
In “Celebrating 40 Years of History at the University of Toronto
Mississauga” by John Percy and Sabeen Abbas, Michael Lavelle,
director of student housing, reported that the Colman House
was briefly occupied by Carlton Williams, Erindale College’s first
principal (1966–1967), while the Principal’s House “Lislehurst” was
being prepared. The Colman House was then “turned over to the
student government for a pub and their offices, and then about 1976,
the Residence/Conference operation took Colman House over as
a place for their offices.”
“Do we know where the families went?” I ask Wilkinson.
“No,” he replies. “The land registry doesn’t keep track of that. As
far as we know, they could’ve gone anywhere.”
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Wilkinson explains that the Archives of Ontario releases information
on birth, marriage, or death certificates to the public every year, but
only for families living 100 years ago or earlier. That means records
up to 1920 are the only ones currently available. Only after 46 years
would we then have access to birth certificates, death or marriage
records, or civil and criminal records.
Elizabeth O’Neil recalls her family’s connection to the Disher
family and Hastie family, but when asked about their whereabouts,
she replies, “I have no idea where they are.”

RESIDENCE ROAD
Driven by research and innovation, UTM is now the largest satellite
campus to one of Canada’s top universities.
I walk along Residence Road and stop at McLuhan Court. At the
center of a square courtyard rests a picnic table. A small driveway
leads into the townhouse cluster, where paved pathways branch
from the driveway leading to the steps of residence doors matching
in color to its wine-colored roofs. A poster advertising the “Colman
Cup happening on Sunday” flaps against the door of unit 90. Outside
unit 54, a bulletin in a plastic encasement discusses the “Twists
and Turns of moving out.” The grassy center of the court is tinged
brown from the effects of a long winter.
A first-year student with light brown hair stops to chat on a chilly
Tuesday morning. “[McLuhan] is used for first year housing,” she
says. “Upper years go in Roy Ivor Hall. We have Dons that stay in
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unit 90 and 54,” she points to the corresponding unit. “I like it. It’s
close to everything, and it’s comfortable enough. It is a little louder
than I expected.”
“They have parties here often?” I ask.
“Oh yeah. We all know which ones are the party houses.” She
glances over my shoulder to one of the townhouses where, more
than fifty years earlier, a farmhouse once stood.
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MORRIGAN CROTTY is a third-year student majoring in
Professional Writing and Communication (PWC) and Art and
Art History. Morrigan loves documenting history, composing
fiction, painting, and sculpting. She focuses on issues related to
memory and the environment. Morrigan has completed multiple
manuscripts and has showcased her artwork at the J. Mane Gallery.
AAMINAH KHAN graduated in 2019 from the University of
Toronto Mississauga with a specialist in psychology and a minor
in PWC. She will begin her PhD in clinical psychology in the fall at
the Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science, during
which she plans to research the interactions between cultural
factors and mental health. "Who is Peabody?: Uncovering the life
of Medium II’s Columnist" is her first Compass publication.
JIAYI LI graduated in 2019 with a double major in PWC and
Culture, Information and Technology. Her story, "Shepherd’s Gift:
Using Sheep Brains to Treat Huntington’s Disease," was published
in the 2018 edition of Compass and the science writing collection
Cricket Suicides, Mad Cows, and Mirror Molecules: Communicating
Science (Life Rattle Press, 2019). She currently works on internal
and external communications as part of the Ontario Public Service.
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SERAH LOUIS is a fourth-year student completing a double major
in biology and PWC. She is currently a staff writer for Moneywise
and her articles have been syndicated in Financial Post, Yahoo
Finance and MSN. She has edited for With Caffeine and Careful
Thought as well as this year's volume of Compass. Her fantasynoir short story, “Unveiling the Night,” was published in Ricepaper
Magazine’s Immersion: An Asian Anthology of Love, Fantasy, and
Speculative Fiction, and she was a featured author at Toronto’s
LiterASIAN event in 2019. Her speculative fiction short story,
“Indelible,” was published in April 2020 in With Caffeine & Careful
Thought:(Dis)Connected (Volume 6).
MELINDA MANGIARDI graduated in June with a double major in
English and PWC. Her piece, “Toxins and Tampons,” was inspired by
a women’s health focused portfolio from her science writing class.
For several years, she served as an associate editor for Mindwaves
and With Caffeine and Careful Thought. Melinda’s published her
first novel, Honey, in June 2020 with Life Rattle Press.
ELISA NGUYEN is a third-year student completing a double major
in psychology and PWC. She has two pieces in this year’s edition
of Mindwaves & Compass, including her story “Ông Bà Ngoại,” a
riveting account of her grandparent’s life following the Vietnam
War. Elisa has volunteered as a supplemental Instruction Leader
for PSY270 and as a contributing writer for The Medium. She will
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be a peer mentor with UTM’s Accessibility Services this 2020–21
academic year.
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